Water Tower
Emailed Public Comments 2020
#

DATE

NAME

1

2/17/2020

Trenton Kennedy

2

2/17/2020

Chris Sedlmayr

3

2/18/2020

4

2/18/2020

5

2/19/2020

INISIDE / OUTSIDE
CITY LIMITS

RECEIVED

CONTACT INFO

COMMENTS

Regarding the new water tower, are residents only being asked to weigh in on the location of the
new tower, or are we able to weigh in on the design as well? I know months ago there were a few
possible designs shown, and the city was clear about which one they wanted due to cost, but will
residents get a say on which design is chosen? Thank you, Kerry. In case I cannot make it to the
meeting, my only comment would be that if the city does go forward with a composite tower,
that they do everything they can to make it as aesthetically pleasing as possible. The old tower is
a great part of the city skyline and a plain composite tower would be an eyesore. Hopefully there
is a nice paint scheme that can be used to make a composite tower look better.

Unknown

e-mail

trentken107@gmail.com

Inside

e-mail

aroguehorse@gmail.com

Garth Wilson

Unknown

e-mail

garthhamilton@gmail.com

Brian Taylor

Unknown

e-mail

tosh4now@gmail.com

Margaret Ugaki

Inside

6

2/19/2020

Norman (Chip) Langerak,
Villa Coffeehouse

Inside

7

2/19/2020

Blaine W

Inside

2/20/2020

Julie Oliver, Shaddow
Domain

8

OPTION OPTION OPTION
1
2
3

Inside

1

1

1

Please enlist some professional photographers in the selection of the site. It would be nice to
have something photographic to look at.
Thank you for taking my question - If complicated structures like the Utah State House and the
Salt Lake LDS Temple can receive seismic upgrades surly a simple structure like the water tower
can receive upgrades as well. Were estimates for seismic upgrades obtained by the city? If so, will
these estimates be made available to the public? If not, why weren't estimates obtained and this
option explored?
Has there been any consideration to putting the water tank up in the foothills out of ammon? No
danger of icicles, cheaper to build and service, only a pipe to regulate water pressure same as any
pressure tank. Many towns do this type of implmentaion.

margie@ugakiconsultinginc.com

I suggest the new water tower be located south of the Art Museum because it would impact the least
amount of people in case of an accident and the location is close to the well. The parking lot of the H&W
building has too much activity and population in the building, besides, we can’t afford to lose any of the
parking slots. Keep the old tower up as a landmark because it has been the welcoming sight for many as
they enter Idaho Falls. My 89-year old sister often relates that the sight of the tower meant they were
home when returning from California. I am much younger than she, but the sight of that tower spells H-OM-E to me also.

e-mail

chip@arthurberry.com

Regarding the location of the proposed elevated water tower, site 1 is the least objectionable
option. Sites 2 and 3 will have a greater impact on downtown parking, and property values for
local business owners. Once completed, the impact on parking will be less than during
construction. The 2 year construction time will have a far greater impact on those businesses,
and will be deterrent enough to keep people from coming back downtown. Each site will have an
impact in property values for surrounding property owners, and the least impactful site on those
values is site 1. The City has shown tremendous support for our historic downtown area, and
sites 2 or 3 would be a step backwards for that area.

e-mail

blainerward@gmail.com

Please do not leave up the old water tower using our money to maintain an eye sore is absolutely
ridiculous. Take it down. Change is progress. Lets move on.

freaks@shaddowdomain.com

My 2 cents on the placement of the water tower… please don’t take away any more of our parking. We
can’t seem to do anything parking-wise to placate the public as it is, so I wholeheartedly vote for the park
by the river over taking away our all day parking spots.

e-mail

e-mail
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Water Tower
Emailed Public Comments 2020
#

DATE

9

2/20/2020

10

11

2/20/2020

2/22/2020

NAME

William Quinn

Robert Cherry

Joseph Schaffer

INISIDE / OUTSIDE
CITY LIMITS

OPTION OPTION OPTION
1
2
3

Inside

Outside

Inside

1

1

1

RECEIVED

CONTACT INFO

e-mail

mobiq@cableone.net

COMMENTS

I would prefer the new water tower be located at site #3 between the State of Idaho building and
Willow tree Gallery.

e-mail

I attended the public meeting on Feb 19 and saw the artist’s illustration of the various water tower
structures. I have several concerns for this process to address. ITEM ONE: The surface finish of the tower
should integrate with and complement the architecture of downtown. Using brick-colored concrete for the
tower is one simple example. An architectural firm, and possibly a public contest, should be able to
generate ideas better than unadorned raw concrete topped by a silver-painted steel tank. ITEM TWO: The
view of downtown (especially south of Broadway) from Yellowstone Highway is currently rather
unattractive because the area is dominated by traffic lanes, parking lots, power lines, and advertisements.
Putting the water tower in the middle of this clutter (i.e., at site 2 or 3) would dominate and further
degrade the view. The tall trees along the river at site 1 would not be so overwhelmingly dominated by the
tower. ITEM THREE: Are all of the sites, especially 2 and 3, far enough from existing underground phone,
internet, and electrical lines that these lines would not have to be relocated? Even if such existing lines are
not directly under the tower, are they far enough away that stray subsurface currents from the tower’s
grounding (for lightning protection) will not be a problem?

e-mail

To the Water Tower Officials, First I’ll give you my recommendations based on your presentation and
contrast of our old water tower against particular choices of new water towers. Your recommendation of
the composite tower with steel bowl and concrete pedestal seems best to me. Visually it’s the most
modern looking of the four presented designs and the least obtrusive to the view of the horizon unlike the
Marriott Residence Inn which virtually destroyed our horizontal perspective from that geographical point.
Second, considering the former water tower will be gone, Site #2 seems the best placement. Site #2 takes
up the largest visual area of your included perspective of the three possible sites but is the most visually
appealing to the eyes of the three included choices and as I mentioned above the composite choice of new
tower gives the most modern flavor to our eyes and if the new tower is arrayed in lighter shades, as it is in
your presentation, it will optimally blend into the background. Understanding that $6.5 million dollars is
your estimated cost to achieve completion of the new water tower project compared to $2.5 million
dollars plus some kind of seismic refurbishing cost to keep the old tower I’m curious to know what is the
projected life span of the new water tower? How far into the future will a 1 million gallon capacity tank be
sufficient? These two are my only questions. Your presentation contained much useful analysis and was
well laid out. Thank you for your time and efforts.

digitalloon@hotmail.com
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Emailed Public Comments 2020
#

12

13

14

15

16

DATE

2/23/2020

2/24/2020

2/25/2020

2/28/2020

3/4/2020

NAME

Emily Nightingale

Rick Anderson

Marjorie Briggs

Larry Fisher

Terri Ireland

INISIDE / OUTSIDE
CITY LIMITS

Outside

Inside

Inside

Inside

Inside

OPTION OPTION OPTION
1
2
3

1

1

1

1

1

RECEIVED

e-mail

e-mail

e-mail

e-mail

e-mail

CONTACT INFO

COMMENTS

lamptomyfeet31@gmail.com

Greetings, I am writing to oppose the relocating of the water tower within the parking lot next to
the library. I represent myself and not the library. However, as a library/city employee I often
struggle to find parking to get to my evening shift. The library is being so well used along with the
other businesses that there aren't spaces open. I know there are patrons that complain as well as
our parking lot becomes full. The parking lot in question is also home to larger trees that multiple
evenings I have witnessed owls perched within. As we are growing what are the city's long range
plan for parking downtown? In my experience living in much larger cities, this problem is only
going to continue with the amount of growth happening here. I believe the greenbelt and
downtown would be even more utilized and explored if more parking was available for the events
and businesses. Thank you for your time and consideration.

rlbruanderowe@hotmail.com

Option 1 looks like a good location. The red, white, and blue motif is tired and outdated and a bit
of an eyesore. My suggestion, if possible, would be to have the tower a light sage green in color
and free of signage or logo. This color reflects the predominate color in the area of the
"sagebrush ocean" and is pleasing to the eye. That would be a nice change.............

sisterbriggs6@gmail.com

I live on Bannock Ave in Idaho Falls and even though I love seeing my home town approaching
when I’m on the interstate and the beautiful water tower, I don’t think it will be as lovely a view
from my kitchen window. I’m voting for the south of the art museum location.

Thank you for the time and effort that you have put into determining the best location for the
new water tower. After listening to your presentation, I would like to express my opinion that the
best option would be in the park by the river. I think that the option of the Chesbro parking lot
larry@blackswaninn.com; (208) 221- location would be a big mistake. Parking downtown is already a major problem and this would
3744
make it even worse, especially the two years during construction. I own Destinations Inn and this
would put a major burden on my business, along with the other businesses in the area. Thank you
for allowing me to express my concerns. If you have any questions or if you would like to discuss
this further, please feel free to contact me.
Owner Healing Hands Reiki and
Massage, 429 B St Idaho Falls, ID
83402 (208) 542-5446,
Please do not place the new water tower in area currently used for parking for downtown.
terrilinireland@gmail.com
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Flyer Public Comments 2020
#

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

INSIDE/OUTSIDE
ORIGINAL
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
CITY LIMITS
LOCATION

NO IMPACT
OTHER
TO PARKING

1 Robert Cherry

760 W Riverview Dr

(208) 524-1284

Inside

2 David Morgan
3 Ross Moore

389 Lava St
365 Capital Ave

(208) 521-5736
(208) 520-4681

Inside
Inside

4 Jeff Coward

1100 Cranmner Ave

(208) 522-8135

Inside

5 Debbie Lewis

1255 Science Center

Inside

1

6 Megan Reed

1005 Plommon Cir

Inside

1

7 Helen Vera

258 Chamberlain Ave

Inside

8
9
10
11
12

540 12th St
327 Melbourne
327 Melbourne
289 W 19th St
289 W 19th St

Inside
Inside
Inside
Inside
Inside

13 Donella McGiff

3010 Gustufson Cr

Inside

1

14 Jesse Moch

390 E 24th St

Inside

1

15 Donna Hutsell

1755 White Sand Creek Way, Apt 203

Inside

1

16 Karen Judd

1263 Londonderry Ave

Inside

1

17 Janae Jex

287 Cliff St

Inside

1

18 Cassie

287 Cliff St

Inside

1

19 Darci Mathews

575 Tiger Ave 30

Inside

20 Julz McMurphy

755 May St #3

Inside

21 Jennifer Aldana

446 Springwood Ln

Inside

Carol Wilkins
Renee Wilson
David Wilson
Lindsay Swearinger
Timothy Thiel

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

COMMENTS
These towers will attract lighting strikes and will be grounded. Do any of the sites nearby power
or data lines that might be damaged by stray currents in the ground
The parking on site 3 is not used (typically) for Willow Tree Gallery parking. Reducing the
greenbelt foot print is counter to what the city has been doing for the past 15/20 years in
developing the greenbelt
Putting it in the park would affect the property valves on that area on Capital
Site 2 & 3 would reduce the already low number of available parking spaces in the downtown
area, especially after security fencing is installed. Site 1 would have the least impact on current
usages. You might want to consider saving the plaque shown in the presentation from the
current tower for placement in the museum.
Parking is already hard to find on a Saturday. I believe most of the clients are elderly walking
from Yellowstone not good
Please don't move the water tower down town. The parking is really hard already. I work and go
to school downtown and it's hard enough to find a place where I won't get a ticket. Use our tax
money for something useful.
The water tower represents part of Idaho Falls. Why move it! It looks great were it is. I really
enjoy it whenever I take walks around the river. And I'm pretty sure others do to.
Please leave parking as it is now! Its difficult to walk far for many people (me included) especially
"winter parking" close to the salon is important.
Keep it the water tower by the river
Keep it by the river. We need all the parking we have in downtown.
Build the water tower next to the old one. Parking is important.
Build the water tower next to the old one. We need parking.
Parking is already on issue for downtown businesses. Please take all the us small businesses into
consideration. Putting it in the same spot as old one is a great location!
Keep the new water tower where the old one is. Stop looking for dirt cheap land, your disrupting
peoples business.
Please do not put the water tower across from the Vogue Beauty School. They need the parking
lot along with other businesses.
I am so against the city moving the water tower to any parking lot in the city. If they do that it
will have a negative impact on the businesses downtown. My suggestion is to leave the tower
where it is or move it closer to the river.
Please don't put the water tower in the parking lot by Vogue, it would greatly impact us as
students as well as our clients. I think it would drastically impart the business in this area as well,
as it may result in loss of income.
Please do not put the water tower on Cliff Street across from the Vogue Beauty School. We
depend on that parking lot for school and for our clients who come in. Taking that away would
prove desaserous to our school.
If you move the water towner it will effect traffic flow removal of building tearing up the roads why can't we leave it wheres it at and enlarge it there more cost effective for the city
I pay a lot of money to go to this school and I have a very tight schedule. I get up 6 days a week
at 3 am to the gym at 4 am. I'm back to get ready for school lunch packed and kids off by 8 am. If
I have to park far away from my school because of limited parking it will require me to leave
even earlier to be on time at 8 am. this is less time with my children in the morning. leave it
where it is at please.
1. Build a new one to the size that is needed in the same place the old one is in. 2. or move it to
the South on the ground by the Art Museum

Water Tower
Flyer Public Comments 2020
#

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

INSIDE/OUTSIDE
ORIGINAL
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
CITY LIMITS
LOCATION

NO IMPACT
OTHER
TO PARKING

Please do not(!) relocate the water tower to the parking lot off of Cliff Street, it will impact the
many business in the whole area. Keep it where it is or closer to the river.
By the river
Putting the water tower in down town Idaho Falls will make already hard parking even harder.
The elderly community members have a hard enough time trying to get place to place w/out
I will be very upset if you take away the parking lot! So please don't move the water tower! Just
repair it!
We would really appreciate it if the water tower was moved in the parking lot by the Vogue. It
will affect our parking, the clients, etc. especially the elderly and employees. It is not practical for
this to happen.
We need the parking lot to park to go to school safely and on time. Finding a place to park is
hard enough already.
Don't move the water tower. Downtown is already hard enough to park in. It's currently fine
where it's at.
As a voting citizen of Idaho Falls, I would highly discourage the movement of the water tower.
Parking downtown is already difficult enough as it is. By moving it, it will cause even more chaos
and problems.
Leave the water tower where it is. After past city planning no parking. Great job!!!
Leave it in the same area.
Move the water to the end of Lindsay Rd instead of taking the parking area from the existing
business on Cliff St. Many of the patrons of these businesses are elderly and cannot walk from
Yellowstone to receive their services. The new water tower would be great landmark for those
who are traveling to/from Yellowstone Park or other northern localities. Since this area joins I-15
and Hwy 20.

22 Teddee Nelson
23 Alan Radford

1160 Blue Ridge Dr
492 L St

Inside
Inside

24 Sarah Tamaka

1255 Alameda Ave

Inside

1

25 Mattie Moad

1165 Shadow Mountain Court

Inside

1

26 Samantha Edginton

197 Dale Dr

Inside

1

27 Savannah Schwab

1440 Lindsay Blvd

Inside

1

28 Trevor Cratty

599 John Adams Ct #3

Inside

1

29 McKinzie Fielding
30 D. Gary Johnson
31 Penni

722 Garfield St Apt #2
830 John Adams Parkway
1440 Benton #2

Inside
Inside
Inside

1
1

32 Karen Doorman

1200 Arrow Pt Ln

Inside

33 Sadie Parrell

3848 Ridgeland Drive

Inside

1

34 Samantha Edginton

480 Gladstone

Inside

1

35 Jadie Smith

4125 Archer St

Outside

1

36 Taylor

4936 E 41th St N

Outside

1

37 Joanna

4936 E 41th St N

Outside

1

38 Irene Vargas

3942 Clearfield Ln

Outside

1

The water tower looks great in the place is at now. Parking downtown is already hard enough.
I know someone a hair stylist had his own shop and closed because parking was so bad he lost
business. Parking is very important.

1

Please do not place behind Naturopathic Center by Vogue, students and elderly clients
constantly park there since other parking is only 2 hours. It will greatly impact local businesses to
place water tower there. My grandma has a hard time walking there and finding parking as is.
She and other elderly cannot walk farther than this it will be a waste of tax payer money to slow
business to local businesses. The parking situation for downtown businesses is already awful.
Adding a water tower here and removing additional parking would make these small locally
owned businesses loose customers due to the inconvienance. Please help keep local business
running.

39 Jayde Fried

612 Boulder St, Rigby

Outside

1

COMMENTS

1

1

1

The parking down on Cliff is already limited. 80% of our customers are elderly and have a hard
time walking making them walk further isn't fair. Please reconsider moving it here.
Putting the water tower in the parking lot would critically affect small businesses. It would affect
the community and education system. Elderly need easy access to our salon and school.
Parking downtown is crazy enough with the parking and having it in any of the prospective
places is a huge risk to any building or cars around it. The money would be much better spent on
FIXING THE ROADS. PLEASE!!
Lets use tax payer money to fix our roads before moving the water tower. There is already no
parking spaces downtown as it is.

Water Tower
Flyer Public Comments 2020
#

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

INSIDE/OUTSIDE
ORIGINAL
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
CITY LIMITS
LOCATION

NO IMPACT
OTHER
TO PARKING

COMMENTS

40 Megan Jois

1149 E 1250 N, Shelley

Outside

41 Colaine Coworker
42 Amie Schvaneveldt

3134 Sandy Dr
3802 Greenwillow Ln

Outside
Outside

43
44
45
46

11401 N 45th E
1297 Windsor Dr, Ammon
PO BOX 1003, Basalt
PO BOX 1003, Basalt

Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside

47 Emma Leavitt

5776 E Sagewood Dr

Outside

1

Please please do not move the water tower wher you guys are planning to. Parking downtown is
hard enough as it is, plus its an additional hazard and ruins the simple beauty of those buildings.
I am a student at Vogue Beauty College and salon and if you put the water tower in our parking
lot, a lot of our elderly clients wont come to our school anymore because the won't be able to
park close enough.
Find location other than downtown for water tower. Parking is limited enough as is.
I would suggest building a larger water tower in the same place it is now or moving it towards
the river. If it is place in Vogue parking lot it will not only effect the college, it will also effect all
of the surrounding businesses.
Leave it where it is or somewhere close right by the river.
I want the water tower to be left where it is
Put it somewhere else. We can't walk very far.
I would be very upset if the water tower is moved to our parking lot because it is already hard
enough to have our clients park far away from the Vogue.

48 Sherry Boone

10667 N 44 E

Outside

1

Its hard enough to park downtown. Don't move the water tower into one of the main lots! Also,
it would take away from the downtown aesthetic and from the river to move it.

49 Kiarra Johnson

4890 N 113 E

Outside

50 Carla Dunthorn

1005 Jessica Ln

Outside

1

Please do not move the water tower parking downtown is hard enough. Also, the tax payer price
going up! It is perfect location and easier to fix it rather than move it. Thank you!
Parking is already a issue. Taking anymore will subject many businesses to loss of business and
business. Walking across Yellowstone near Cliff is not an option for people, danger at best for
many customers.

51 Madison Talbot

3740 John Adams Pkwy

Outside

1

Do not move the water tower off of Yellowstone please! If they water tower was to flood or fall,
it is on a main road! The water tower would be in a very weird place, where it is, is so beautiful.

52 Karina Smith

5000 E Lincoln Rd

Outside

1

Please keep the water tower where it is. I feel that the water tower is a long mark for IF, not only
that but to move it would affect the business and especially the parking of the downtown area.

Maggie May
Kelsie Hamberlin
Lyla Kotter
Verle Kotter

53 Avery Johnson

350 W 6th S, Rexburg

Outside

54 Cindy Howe

680 E 146 N

Outside

55 McKinzie Fielding
56 Ida De Corna

838 E 800 N, Shelley

Outside

57 Jordan Cox

910 Safstrom Dr

58
59
60
61

Janet A. Orchard
Denise Serr
Trish Erickson
Marianne Serr

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

985 Boise Ave
3567 Jason Drive
615 11th St
3933 E Vision Dr

(208) 403-5770

(208) 716-1833
(208) 589-6810
(208) 881-6311
(208) 569-2560

Inside

Inside
Outside
Inside
Outside

1

1
1
1
1

I do not think that moving the water tower is the right move. Parking downtown is already crazy
enough and you'll be eliminating a parking lot for the Vogue and other businesses.
Keep the water tower close to the river. Do no take anymore of our downtown parking away.
As a student at the Vogue Beauty College, I feel it would be extremely inconvenient to move the
water tower. There is not enough parking downtown as it is.
Leave the water tower where it is.
Still on River. Won't decrease parking dowtown which is hard to find now. One less park for tax
payers to maintain allowing parks and rec to put greater focus into other depreted parks around
the city!
It is the best area to not interfer with parking and building and take less pipeline to reach. Also it
can be well landscaped to blend in with the area. Alos there would not be damage done to the
existing buildings by any blasting that may take place to lay the pipeline.

Water Tower
Flyer Public Comments 2020
#

NAME

62 Maria Sanchez

ADDRESS
388 Montcliffe Dr

PHONE NUMBER
(208) 351-2015

INSIDE/OUTSIDE
ORIGINAL
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3
CITY LIMITS
LOCATION
Inside
1

63 Gary Orchard

216 Cliff St

Inside

1

64 Ashley Orchard

950 Filmore Ave

Inside

1

65 Dennis Marsden

Tautphaus Dr

Inside

1

66 Kathy Marsden

Tautphaus Dr

Inside

1

67 William Harker

1264 Tower

68 Rocio Zarate

6923 Hwy 34, Freedom WY

(208) 932-6602

Inside

Outside

NO IMPACT
OTHER
TO PARKING

COMMENTS
Option 3 & 2 will create a lot of hardships for the downtown businesses. Option 1 is the best,
plus it leaves it on the river where it's at. As the owner of Orchard's Naturopathic Center I just
want to know who is paying for the repair of our buildings when they blast and jackhammer just
10 yards from the back of my building.
Option 3 will leave many new difficultiees and inconvience to the surrounding business. Building
and demolition will create bigger problems underneath the surface. Option 1 is the most
convient and out of the way for the cities businesses.
Please move tank to South Capital Park it's on the river like the original (which will be missed)
and won't strangle the parking and business activity of #3
Move to South Capital Park, move scenic on River won't bring problems to parking by state
building. Won't infringe on businesses.

1

1

I think the best spot would be on Idaho Falls Power parking lot. I drew a picture with a black dot.
The reason for this spot is that it affects residents and businesses the least horrible site. It seems
to be close to old location and green like the best idea. I absolutely think that Chesbros area (site
2) parking area is a terrible spot. A landscape archiect likely designed that beautiful area. Best
landscape and tree covered parking area in Idaho Falls in my opinion so don't destroy it. So
naturally option 3 is next best choice after option 1.
I really can said please don’t move the water tower, that is for years there so for me is part of
the atraccion of this area. Since I came far away is really hard to parking far away from the
school that taxe me more minutes.

Water Tower
Letter Public Comments 2020
From: Lisa Schultz Willowtree Gallery
210 Cliff Street
Idaho Falls ID 83402
208-524—4464
Dear Jim:
During the Christmas holidays, I had the opportunity to briefly discuss a matter of great interest and concern to me. The subject is the city's apparent
decision to decommission the existing historic water tower and replace it with a new one potentially in the immediate proximity of my business and home.
I, as so many others, would prefer the upgrade and restoration of the existing landmark water tower over a bulbous generic replacement. However, I
recognize that I am not qualified to discuss the technical merits of the need over the long term. Rather the purpose of this letter is to express concern as to
the location of the replacement as a proximate stakeholder.
One of the three proposed locations of the modern replacement is between the State of Idaho office building and my Willowtree Gallery at 210 Cliff Street,
which also is my residence as property caretaker. The Willowtree Gallery is mentioned in the official report on the City of Idaho Falls website as a reference
point describing this potential location, and yet I have not ever been approached by city representatives to discuss the project and the merits of this
location.
I run an art gallery, custom frame shop, and gift shop at this location in a quasi-historic building in a historic part of town.
The proposed site was one of the original streets, Eagle Rock Street. I am concerned that a towering monolithic eyesore adjacent to me will adversely affect
both my business and property values.
In addition, as a taxpayer, I cannot imagine the costs of establishing a remote location from the existing complex to be cost-effective. It would seem that the
closer the replacement is to the existing infrastructure would greatly minimize the costs of relocating the pumps and underground supply sub-structure to a
distant location.
As per our discussion, you encouraged me to write you a letter conveying my concerns. Your kind consideration will be deeply appreciated.
Lisa Schultz

